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Behold the new Porsche 911 GT3… seriously, I wouldn’t lie to 

you!  It is a new car… promise. 

In Porsche speak it is officially called the 991.2 GT3 and what 

we have here is a slightly more angry version of the previous 

GT3, which appeared at the start of the 991 run, which was 

then replaced by the GT3 RS, and last year that became the 911R 

and now we have gone full circle and it’s a GT3 again… right, 

everyone with me so far? 

Now I have driven some other fast Porsches before, and this one in 

many ways is exactly the same sort of thing, but in some other 

ways it is a bit different... but not special. 

At the front end there is a new, and one whole kilogram lighter 

bumper, which is so because its made from something newer and 

has more holes in it to let air through.  The front suspension is 

largely the same with the excep.on of some small tweaks to 

improve handling and high speed stability.  The wheels and 

brakes are however unchanged, and the carbon ceramics 

fi0ed to the test car, albeit an expensive op.onal extra, do 

work very well. 

The rear suspension has also enjoyed some slight tweaking 

and ac.ve rear steering has remained. 

At the back there is a new bumper made from the same 

lighter stuff, yet the rear spoiler is the same other than it is 

mounted slightly further back and sits frac.onally higher 

than before. 

The result of all of this, as well as some other minor 

underbody aerodynamic tweaks is a 20 percent 

improvement in down force, without affec.ng the drag. 

The engine is however different; displacing four-litres instead of 3.8 

and it produces 368kW and 460Nm, but it is not the same unit 

found in the 4.0 GT3 RS or 911R.  There are numerous technical 

difference between it and the aforemen.oned, and it is in fact a 

closer rela.ve to the latest 911 Cup. 

All the engine changes allow it to spin more freely, which means it 

can rev to 9000rpm!! 

The car can sprint from 0 to 100km/h in 3.4 seconds in automa.c 

form… read on dear readers… read on... 

The gearbox is the usual seven-speed PDK dual-clutch effort, BUT… 

and this is excellent news… you can also get it with a manual 

gearbox!  Of course the test car had the automa.c… why, I have no 

idea. 

The upshot is that, apart from a manual being more engaging and 
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fun, it is also lighter, and the car does without some 

automa.c related mechanicals and as a result is 10kg 

lighter overall… and its not a lot, but lighter is lighter.  The 

end! 

Inside the car things are mostly unchanged, except for the 

addi.on of Porsche’s latest infotainment system and less 

soundproofing - something to do with keeping the weight 

down aAer adding more steel safety stuff. 

The steering wheel is round, as opposed to square, and 

does not have a single bu0on on it, which in this day and 

age in unheard of.  There is a red ‘this side up’ strip at the 

top, which unless you are doing some seriously sporty work 

with the thing is completely pointless. 

The seats, full buckets, are reasonably comfortable, 

although there were .mes when my bum complained 

about the lack of padding. 

Admi0edly though if you aren't ever going to go on a 

racetrack there is li0le chance of buying a GT3… for 

commu.ng to the office and such the conven.onal 911 

would more than suffice, and be infinitely more prac.cal 

and comfortable. 

But today I am not commu.ng and I am on a track, so the 

GT3 should be right at home here. 

One clever thing that Porsche does, or rather doesn’t do, is 

use carbon fibre on low bits at the front end, but instead 

uses flexible rubber, so when traversing bumps and humps 

you don’t feel you bank account emptying every .me the 

nose touches something… that is course if you don’t order 

it with the op.onal nose liAing kit. 

On a track the car feels very .ght, light, and the suspension 
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is decently firm and steering response is perfect.  There is 

feedback when you need it, without it feeling out of 

control. 

And it grips the road like the tyres are made from Pres.k… 

soA, warm Pres.k. 

You are patently aware of the engineering, but you feel it 

rather than see it, which is how it should be in my view. 

It offers a very different driving dynamic to say a Ferrari or 

Lamborghini in that it feels less refined, but in the best 

possible way - if that makes sense? 

A Ferrari (or Lamborghini) is a highly engineered and highly 

strung very powerful animal but they feel fragile, twitchy 

and sensi.ve… almost as if any mistake made will break 

them or you, whereas the Porsche GT3 doesn’t.  If feels 

solid, robust and forgiving, yet at the same .me offering a 

very similar driving experience.  

At R 2 750 000 it is an expensive car, but it is also vastly 

cheaper than any Ferrari, Lamborghini or McLaren and is 

only R 15 000 more expensive than the entry level Audi R8 

V10, which is not nearly as good on a track as this car. 

I think that Porsche really do need to get a li0le bit more 

crea.ve with their design work and making bumpers out of 

lighter stuff to save 1kg is hardly something to get excited 

about… the car is a brilliant track car but it does seriously 

lack passion, and sadly puMng a red strip on top of the 

steering wheel doesn’t quite deliver that. 

In a race I would want one any day of the week, but to own 

one, investment purposes aside, I can’t say that I would 

because if just doesn’t move me in that kind of way. 


